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CRPF constable killed two police
personal injured in firing in Manipur’s
Manipur

A CRPF constable was killed and two personal or
Manipur police were injured in a ginfight at mogbun
village in jiribam district on Sunday morning .

The firing started when a joint police and CRPF
entered a village of Mogibun .

Moriganj is under tension recently because of
violence spread out between the two communities.
NH37 is a major link from Assam to Manipur .

Gogoi reappinted Congress deputy
leader in Lok Sabha 

Gaurav Gogoi the three times Congress MP from
Jorhat , in Assam will be reappointed as co deputy
leader in Lok Sabha .

While senior Congress leader K Suresh will continue
as Party’s chief whip .

The Budget session of Parliament session is set to
begin on 22 July .

The Chief whip enforces the whipping system .
He directs the party members to stick to the party’s
stand. Issues , and directs them to vote as per
party’s standing .

The views of the chief whip has to play a major role
while dealing with defecation .

3 die of Asphyxiation at the illegal
coal mine in Gujarat 

Three labourers died of Asphyxiation in Gujarat , in
an illegal coal mine in Surendranagar district of
Gujarat , on Saturday .

It is fourth such incident in Gujrat . 

With a total 10 such people having lost their lives
while digging whole .

Product information made
mandatory of build packages 

The department of consumer affairs has decided to
amend the legal Metrology (packaged commodities
rules )according to the new rules , which will be
mandatory declaration of all information on the
packaged commodities.

The decision comes in the wake of information that
packaged commodities above 25 kg are available in
the retail market without mandatory declaration on
packages .

Treasury in Jagannath temple in Puri
opened after 46 years 

Ratna Bhandar of Shree Jagannath temple in Puri
was opened on Sunday .

This comes after years of legal battle .

BJP has made the opening ofShree Jagannath Ratna
Bhandar as one of the major poll promises .

Last time when the Ratna Bahadur was opened in
1978 it had 128 kg of gold and 221.53 kg of silver .
 

World :

Trump survives assassination bid at
rally 

Former President Donald Trump was shot dead at a
rally in Pennsylvania . The bullet hit Donald Trump’s
right year . And stroked his face with blood .

Mr Trump had just begun the campaign in Butler ,
California , about 50 km north of pittsburg .
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Myanmar alliance agree to a four day
ceasefire with Junta 

An Alliance with Myanmar ethnic group said that it
had agreed to a four day ceasefire , with Junta in the
northern Shan State .

The ethnic armed group has captured the main
highway leading to China and a major town at the
border .

The period of ceasefire is from 14 -18 July .
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Secret service agents rushed him away .
His campaign says he was doing well .

Attacked identified : 

The attacker was identified as Thomas mathew
Crooks of Bethel park ,Pennsylvania .

He fired trump with an AR 15 style semi auto rifle
from a distance of 140 m .

The law enforcementagencies said that they had not
identified the motive of the attack .

World leaders along with PM Narendra Modi
condemned the attack and said that such attack has
no place in political history.

K P sharma Oli appointed Nepal
Prime Minister 

KP Sharma Oli has been appointed as Nepal’s largest
communist party , was appointed Nepal’s Prime
Minister for a fourth term on Sunday to lead a new
coalition.
He was appointed as PM after Pushpa Kumar Dahal
lost the confidence vote in Nepal ..

Mr Oli will lead CPI UML and NC alliance .
He has 30 days to prove his majority in houses
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Imran , wife handed over to anti graft
body in New case 

Imran Khan and his wife has been arrested by
National Accountability Bureau ( NAB ) in a fresh
case related to Toshakhana case .

The court has sent the two in an eight day remand of
NAB .

A day before , a sessions court has quashed their
conviction in a non Islamic marriage case 

Sports : 

Magical Alcaraz leaves Djokovic spell
bound 

Spain’s Carlos Alcaraz defeated Novak Djokovic in
Wimbledon’s final .
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Editorial :

Unprincipled allies 

There seems to be no end to the instability of the
coalition of Nepal

The editorial is about recent confidence voting in
Nepal. Prime Minister Pushpa Kumar Dahal ‘
Prachada ‘ lost to Nepali Congress ( NC ) .

Nepali Pratinidhi Sabha ( Nepali Parliament ) has a
total 275 seats . The three major parties are : Nepali
Congress ( NC ) – Sher Bahdur Deuba , Communist
Party of Nepal ( CPN UML )- KP Sharma Oli and
Communist Party of Nepal , Maoist ( CPN MC ) -
Pranchanda

The seats of these parties in Nepali parliament are :
NC 88 , CPN UML 78 , and CPN MC 33 .

This was the fourth vote of confidence of Prachada ,
who had survived as PM just by changing sides from
CPI UML to NC and then again to CPI UML .

The fall in government came after NC and CPI UML
made an agreement to form a coalition and share
power among them .

Nepal has seen change is number of government is r
ecent years this is not helping the country .
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On the jurisdiction of the CBI

The Supreme court on July 10 , upheld that CBI was
doing “ constitutional overreach “ by investigating
the matters in state list, without taking permission of
state .

West Bengal government has filed the petiton that
CBI had registered 12 since 2020, without taking the
permission of the West Bengal government. The
cases registered falls under Jurisdiction of state
government , means “ police “ and “ public order “ .

According to Delhi Special Police Establishment Act ,
1946 ( DSPE ) , CBI has to take consent of the state
government while filing cases in the state
government’s jurisdiction .

Centre in one of its arguments said that CBI was an “
independent agency “ and it did notfunction in the
jurisdiction of the central government .
However later the government conceded that the
agency can not initiate any investigation without the
express authorisation of Union government under
section 5 of DPSE .




